Compiled by Geoff Collett from various reports

SOWING THE SEEDS OF A NEW TOMORROW
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Cambodia at the Olympics

Four athletes were sent to the
Beijing Olympics, male and female
marathon runners and male and
female 50m freestyle swimmers.
Hem Bunting, a silver medallist at
the 2007 SE Asian games, acquitted
himself well coming 73rd. The
BBC pointed out that he couldn’t
afford his own running shoes and
lives in the Phnom Penh stadium
where he trains around all the
recreational joggers. Visit
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/
asia-pacific/7493076.stm for more
information on Bunting.

Electricity prices

The 2008 parliamentary elections in
Cambodia were held on Sunday the
27th July 2008.

Candidates representing eleven
different political parties began
campaigning a month before
the election. As anticipated the
Cambodian People’s Party kept
its hold on government, winning a
majority of seats.
The opposition Sam Rainsy party
did well and the elected members
will serve in the 123 seat National
Assembly for a five year term.

Temple standoff

A dispute with the Thais over the
temples on the border between
Preah Vihear province and Thailand
became a military standoff as each
country sent soldiers to protect their
national rights. The temples are
internationally recognised to be in
Cambodia, but access tends to be

from Thailand’s side of the border.
Talks have led to a relaxation of the
recent tension.

Money for KR trials?

The cash-strapped Khmer Rouge
trials may receive their first
component of funding from the
USA if allegations of corruption and
political interference are resolved.
The Court has appointed a new
‘ethics’ monitor to oversee the
process of improving accountability
and independence as they seek to
distance themselves from the claims
of ‘kickbacks’ and job selling.
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Kang Kek Ieu is due in the dock in
October, once the court has dealt
with appeals against his indictment.

New Affiliates - The Leadley Family
Ivan Leadley is joining Hope
International School in Phnom Penh,
with a special needs responsibility, for
a year. His wife Chrissie, who helped
with the children’s programme at a
recent ICC team retreat in Siem Reap,
is a physiotherapist and hopes to find
an outlet for her skills in between
looking after the family.
They arrived in Phnom Penh in July
and Ivan started work shortly after.
They are SAO Affiliates and will be
working alongside Mark and Jane
Prothero, SAO members currently
serving at the school.

The Leadley family, Hope (9), Ellie (8), Ivan, Chrissie, Ami-Grace (2) & Isaac (6)

Please pray that Ivan and Chrissie
would cope with the heat as well as
the children do! Also that Chrissie
finds work that is compatible with
caring for Ami-Grace.
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CCAM Dance Team

(see pages 4 & 5)
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Editorial - making converts?
Dear Friends,
I had the privilege of attending my first Great-nephew’s
dedication service at his parent’s home church recently.
In the Baptist tradition, babies are dedicated rather than
baptised, with baptism reserved for a believer’s public
profession of faith. The parents state that the child belongs
to God and make promises to bring him up within a
Christian environment, witnessing with their own lives
and giving every opportunity for the child to experience a
personal faith for himself.
Of course it isn’t possible to guarantee that your best
efforts, which we usually feel are hopelessly inadequate in
any case, are going to lead to your child making their own
commitment. But we are called to play our part through
the witness we make, as Christian parents, in our actions;
the lives that we lead and our own trust and faith in God.
We leave the Holy Spirit to do the rest and for the child to
respond of their own free will.
In Cambodia our members seek to share the message of
God’s love as best they can, knowing that their best efforts
will be fruitless without the intervention of the Holy Spirit.
But we do not hold them responsible for making converts,
merely to witness through the tasks they are called to do, the
lives they live and the words they say.

Geoff Collett Executive Director
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Katherine and Blessan

to Katherine (nee Hodson) and
Blessan on their recent wedding in
India. Katherine, an SAO affiliate,
is working at Logos International
school at present and Blessan has
been in full time Christian work too.

We wish them every blessing in the future and trust that God will
have many plans for them in their future service for Him.

Correction and Apologies
SAO Cambodia is working in partnership in Cambodia with four
other missions as part of
International Co-operation Cambodia (ICC)

Elaine Richmond has been
serving in the SAO Cambodia
Bawtry ofﬁce as our Finance
and Administration Ofﬁcer.
We ask God to give her many
blessings in this her 60th year.

fuel allowance and the state
pension, quite a glum and
depressing thought! Therefore,
with this in mind, I decided
to make my 60th birthday
year a year of celebration and
achievement. This, I thought,
would enable me to conquer
the blues and boost SAO
Cambodia’s general fund.

Elaine is to celebrate her 60th
birthday with a sponsored
walk in Nepal in aid of SAO
Cambodia. She will
May I, therefore,
not retiring invite you to join
be trekking for 10
days through the
yet!
me in celebrating
Himalayas of Nepal
my 60th birthday by
staying in basic ‘tea house’
sponsoring me and praying
accommodation. She will be
for me on my trek, which
walking 6 hours per day and
will take place October 11-27,
climbing to 4000 metres (which 2008.
is over 13,000 feet).
PS. I will not be retiring.
Elaine writes: ‘From September Can’t face that thought yet!!’
2008 I will acquire the beneﬁts
of a free bus pass, winter
Elaine Richmond

You are also invited to a
further fund raising evening
which will be held in Bawtry
on Saturday 22 November
2008, ticket cost £12. Please
contact me for further details.
Tel 01302 714004 or email
elaine@saocambodia.org

Elaine on an earlier trip along the West Highland Way

Please detach or photocopy this form

We invite individual donors who pay UK tax to complete a Gift Aid
Declaration Form (obtainable from the Bawtry Office). This will enable
us to claim back from the Inland Revenue tax already paid (currently
increasing the gift value by 28%). Cheques should be made payable
to “SAO Cambodia” and sent to the Bawtry Office.

Ian Pickup & Co, 123 New Road side, Horsforth, LEEDS LS18 4QD

Elaine’s Big Birthday

The editor would like to notify you that the wrong
photo was used in the article about Andong resettlement
village on Page 4 of Vision No. 142. Apologies to the
House of Care project and the students in the photograph.

Please complete the form below and send to Elaine Richmond,
SAO Cambodia, Bawtry Hall, Bawtry, Doncaster DN10 6JH.
Make cheques payable to SAO CAMBODIA.
Elaine, I would like to celebrate with you and sponsor you on your trek to Nepal .
I would like to sponsor you for £ ……………………… (cheque enclosed)
I am not a tax payer / am a tax payer, please gift aid my gift (delete as applicable)
Signed

…………………………………………..

Date

………………………………..................

Full Name ………………………………………………………………………..…….
Address

………………………………………………………………………………

Post code ……………………………………… Tel: …………………………………
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Buntheep - my testimony
Many of you have followed the story
of Buntheep’s struggle with a pituitary
tumour diagnosed not long after her
tour with the Cambodian Christian
Arts Ministry’s tour of the UK and
France. The School’s Director, Gioia
Michelotti, has been with her through
her treatment in Florida and they are
both now back in Phnom Penh.
While I was still in Cambodia, my
right eye became totally blind because
of the tumour pressing on the nerve.
Soon after that, my left eye also began
to get blurry. Headaches, dizziness,
nausea, and vomiting increased. I

After the second operation

knew that if the tumour kept growing
like that, I would be dead in a matter
of weeks! But many people around
the world joined with CCAM to pray,
asking the Lord Jesus Christ to help.
In our part of the world, we couldn’t
locate any doctor or hospital equipped
to treat this kind of tumour. But even
if we could have found such a place,
they probably wouldn’t have been
willing to help me, since I required
complete financial support.
I was told I should cross the ocean
to get treatment right away, before
I became too sick to travel. But the
problem was that we had not been
officially accepted for treatment at
any particular place, although most of
the available opportunities were in the
United States of America.
Since God had already provided
enough financial donations to cover
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my visa and
two airline tickets, the school’s
director, who I call Mummy Gioia,
decided to move ahead by faith.
That’s when the miracles I want to tell
you about, began to happen!

morning, he and Dr. Roy
performed surgery on the
tumour through my nose.
But they couldn’t get it
all out, because it started
bleeding too much. They had to
stop the surgery and give me blood
transfusions to save my life.

Then another miracle happened.
When I woke up from the surgery, I
realized that the sight in my left eye
had been totally restored! It has
remained so even until today.
After I recovered from that surgery,
the doctors tried again to reach the
tumour by removing part of my skull
and most of my face! After 20 hours,
they thought they had gotten all of it
out. But later the MRI picture showed
that a small piece the size of a raisin
still remained. We all hoped that it
wouldn’t grow back.

First, I got an appointment
at the U.S. Consulate the
day after we requested
Following that long surgery, I was
it. I suddenly felt
very sick with infections
better that day, so
and fevers for many weeks.
another
that I could go for
spinal fluid was
miracle Also,
my interview. On
leaking in my head, so the
the very next day,
happened doctors had to put a drain
my medical visa
tube in my back until the
was ready for pickleak hole healed shut. During that
up. Two days after that,
time, I had to lie flat on my back,
Mummy Gioia and I got
suffering from headaches and nausea.
the last two seats on the
only available flight to the
After the drain tube was removed,
United States that week.
it took many days of practicing to
During the long flight round the
be able to sit up without headaches,
world, I experienced only moderate
dizziness, and vomiting. Then I had
symptoms.
to learn to stand and walk again.
That’s when the many months of
Since we weren’t sure where we
physical therapy began.
would end up, we had purchased
tickets to Chicago,
which is centrally
located in the
United States.
When we arrived
we discovered
the administrator
of Wolfson
Children’s Hospital
in Jacksonville,
Florida, had invited
us to come there, so
we boarded a flight
to Jacksonville.
A kid’s ambulance met us at the
airport and took me to the emergency
room, where Dr. Aldana examined
me and ordered lots of tests. In the

Buntheep at work painting

Because of infection or allergy from
the sutures, my scalp incision refused
to heal properly. Therefore, surgical

revisions were necessary. Finally,
after many more weeks, the incision
began to heal.
Then Dr. Aldana ordered a follow-up
MRI to check inside my head. He
found that the tumour was growing
back from three different places! In
another month, the MRI pictures
showed that those three tumours
had joined into one that was bigger
than the first one! Again, the
tumour was very close to my eyes.
So Dr. Deshmukh decided to give
me radiation treatments in lower
than normal doses twice a day for
five weeks, hoping to shrink the
tumour without damaging my eyes,
my brain, or other places inside
my head. After just a few days
of radiation, the MRI showed that
the tumour shrank by 25%. But
for the remainder of the treatments
there was no further change. During
radiation therapy, I suffered from
nausea, vomiting, dizziness, itching,
and fatigue. Also, my hair began to
fall out in round patches.
I started injections of Calcitonin, I had
unpleasant side-effects, like nausea,
vomiting, dizziness, itching, etc. But
now my body has adjusted to the

Doing physical therapy

drug and I’m beginning to feel much
better most of the time. Lots of that
Calcitonin drug has been donated,
so that we could carry it back to
Cambodia with us, packed in ice. I’ll
need to continue taking it for up to
two years.
The last MRI, done a few days before
we left Jacksonville, showed that the
tumour was shrinking a little bit more,

giving us hope that the injections are
working. Now that we are back in
Cambodia, we will continue doing
periodic MRI scans and other tests to
check on the progress of the treatment.
Because my muscles are still weak,

we keep praying that God will restore
that too, according to His will.
Sometimes I wonder why God chose
to heal me little by little like this,
instead of all at once. But I know that
I have grown stronger
in my faith during this
long trial. I have also
learned not to always
expect instant relief
from every problem.
Struggling through
difficulties side by
side with my Lord
Jesus, and also with
my Mummy Gioia, has
made me feel closer to
both of them.

I was very anxious to
return to CCAM, my
home and my school.
Learning to walk
I want to finish my
I’ll have to continue physical therapy
education and become a leader and
for a long time until I’m strong again. teacher of the younger children there,
Also, I need to be careful not to fall
as well as to serve God with them
down and injure myself, especially
using my artistic skills and talents.
not to hit my head. I’ll be so happy
when I can dance again and
But I think that, if I had stayed
do other strenuous activities boundaries in America for a very long
with my friends!
time, I might have become
for the
really spoiled as some of the
Even though I’ve suffered
tumour children there have. I might
a lot through all of this, my
have forgotten about God
Lord Jesus Christ has kept
calling me to help CCAM rescue
on saving my life again
other hopeless Cambodian children
and again, as we all joined
like I used to be. Now I am back
together in prayer. He has
here where I belong, studying for the
helped me to be brave. And future, enjoying my CCAM family,
He has given wisdom and
eating delicious Cambodian food, and
skill to my doctors.
feeling very comfortable in familiar
surroundings.
The Lord Jesus also gave
Mummy Gioia word that
Please pray for me to be totally
He had set the boundaries
healed, so that I may serve my Lord
for the tumour and for the
Jesus Christ with my miracle life.
radiation just like He does
for the waves of the sea—
May God bless you all!
that they are allowed to go
only so far and no farther.
Buntheep Chun, July - 2008
That is another way
Gioia and Buntheep ask you to
He has protected my eyes,
ears, brain, glands, and nerves. continue to pray for her health as
Considering all of the
dangerous procedures that
I’ve endured, it’s amazing that
nothing really important has
been damaged in my body,
except for my right eye, which
was already blind before we
left Cambodia. But anyway,

she is still frail, pray particularly
that the tumour would disappear.
Pray too for the CCAM school
which has to find new premises.
They want to thank all who
have given and prayed over
Buntheep’s long journey.
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“Most of us in the UK complain about things that
really don’t matter “

Youth Team 2008

This year our youth team was made up of a group of nine pupils
from Trinity Academy School in Doncaster– Anna, Gemma,
Harley, James, Jodie, Linda, Linsey, Nathan G and Nathan P. The
team was lead by Sarah Johnston, accompanied by two Trinity
Academy Staff members Sarah Dalby and Shaun McArthur.

We turned the corner and came face to face with a sight that
was beyond belief. Houses built out of rubbish, on the rubbish,
and hundreds of people all over searching for stuff to sell to
feed their families. It made me wonder where God was ... then
I saw Randy standing in the mud saying he was going to get
some medicine (one of the babies was sick).
Sarah Dalby

The itinerary included painting and decorating at Water of Life a community drop in centre at Stung Meanchey Dump, children’s
work, a prison visit, building relationships and gaining an
understanding of God at work through integral mission.

12th July
The bus journey from the airport to the
house was our first exposure to Cambodia.
We were all completely amazed by what we
were seeing!
First impressions of Cambodia?
Hot, humid, dusty, busy, shocking, friendly,
simple, amazing, developing.

As we walked over to the dump a little girl
got kind of attached to me. My heart sank
when I saw her walking through sewage at
the bottom of the dump. Here’s me in my
wellies and face mask ‘cos the smell is real
bad, and this little girl is only wearing a small
skirt. Most people are oblivious to the fact
that these things happen, but I don’t think I
can be any longer! These people need help.
Linda

“How one world can be so different makes you question the way we
live, and how we could be of more impact to others”

24th July
In the evening we visited Young Life youth club
with people around the same age as us. It was nice
to learn about their lives, as teenagers, in Cambodia.

Painted faces too
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26th July
This morning we worked with Bridge of Hope.
One of their projects is a football club for kids
from the slums. It was our job to attempt to play
against their team. After a few hours what was
grass soon turned into a mudbath..and we got
covered from head to toe...we had such a laugh!

I really enjoyed spending time with the children at Water of Life, and
was amazed to see how happy they always were. After seeing their
homes on the rubbish dump, it was unreal to see their constant smiles,
and they were always a pleasure to be around.
Jodie

This experience has definitely had
an impact on how I will personally
act when I return home! I will take
away the feeling of appreciation and
consideration of others. Also to be
content with what I actually have.
Harley
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‘Supporting’ SAO - what does it really mean?
What does your prayer
and financial support really
mean for SAO Cambodia?
Let’s explore it by looking at
what your support for Sarah
Chhin has enabled Project
SKY to achieve for those
they seek to help

What does the dictionary say?
Support:
Verb
1. to bear all, or part of, the weight of something
2. to give assistance, encouragement or approval to something
3. to be actively interested in something
Noun
1. a person or thing that supports
2. the action of supporting or the state of being supported
3. assistance, encouragement or approval

Who has Project SKY been able to support?
Between January and June 2008, Project SKY has directly involved 391 people.
Of these: 72% have been young adults aged 14-25 living in orphanages; 28% have been adults; 43%
were female; 57% were male; 97% Cambodian; 3%
expatriate
They came from:
12 orphanages & shelters run by International NonGovernmental Organisations
28 orphanages & shelters run by Local NonGovernmental Organisations
1 Government orphanage
60 other Non-Governmental Organisations
17 Local Christian Churches
21 families in poor communities

What support has Project SKY been able to offer them?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help developing minimum standards for residential care
Help ensuring young adult orphans grow up with an understanding of business practices and the
value of money
Setting up youth clubs and a community mentoring programme.
Workshop for child care workers on Self Development, Communication Skills, Child Protection,
Child and Human Rights, Young Adult Development, and the Effects of Institutionalisation
Workshop for young adult orphans on Attitudes & Behaviour Traits in the Workplace, Working in
a Team, applying for jobs and interviews.
Workshops for young adult orphans on Life
Skills Training, which included modules on Trust
Building, Knowing Myself, Living Safely in
Community, Teenage Development and
Reproductive Health, Communication and
Relationship Building and Life Planning and
Setting Goals for the future.
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Letter from Mr Sok Phanna, Coordinator for Child welfare,
23 March 2008:
‘I am very glad to be able to cooperate with Project SKY. We have the same objectives, in wanting children
and youth to live healthily, taking responsibility for themselves and having independence in the future.
I have an orphanage which houses 18 young people who
have lived there for 7 months. Some of these young
people are at risk through being orphans with no-one to
depend on, some have been trafficked or been engaged
in child labour, others were at risk as their parents have
divorced, often due to domestic violence or poverty.
For the best possible benefits to these young people, I
would like to promise to strengthen our cooperation with
your project, through whatever we are able to do.’

Other achievements
The members of one of the ‘Our Home’ orphanage youth clubs, in April 2008, decided that they wanted
to arrange a Khmer New Year celebration for the other children in the orphanage. They wanted to
have an activity so they could have fun together, and organised the whole event for themselves. They
each contributed 2000 Riel of their own money, and sent a letter to their orphanage director to ask for a
contribution from the management, as well as asking Project SKY for a small amount as well. They had
never felt able to arrange such things for themselves in the past.
Mr Y Menghorn, director of Our Home orphanage, May 2008:
‘I notice that after Project SKY set up youth clubs in Our Home, some of our young people have changed
their attitude and this is becoming better and better. Before this they had bad tempers and poor discipline,
their characters have now changed. They have started to think of their future and want to continue their
study and have vocational training skills, things they never cared about before.’
One of the youth club members, Miss. L. C., aged 17, was allowed to leave the orphanage in the middle of
May to go back to live with her biological family.
An orphanage director was interviewed on Cambodian television for International Children’s Day (June
2008), and explained how young adult orphans need experience in community living and life skills in order
to be safe and independent when they leave the orphanage. This was not an issue he had considered before
when he was interviewed for SKY research in 2007.
Members of the NHO orphanage youth club reported in June 2008 that, for the first time ever, the
orphanage director will send them into the wider community for the school holidays to gain experience of
life in the wider Cambodian society.

Sarah, (SKY manager) and Pola with
Hannah, are in the UK for the birth of
their second child. They wish to thank
you for the support you give to them,
which enables Sarah to help all the folk
you have read about above and Pola
to serve the Mission Community as a
Building Foreman.
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Mission Direct is
in partnership with
SAO Cambodia to
provide short term
trips to Cambodia
A CAMBODIAN BLESSING
In February I returned from a
trip to Cambodia, an experience
which I would class as lifechanging. I would like to share
with you some thoughts I have
on what we (my Dad, Mum and
I) have seen and done...

We built in the village every
morning (barring the weekend)
and progress could be seen
each day. The house we were
building was stilted, largely
made of timber. During the
first day the team dismantled
the old house and moved it to
a different position in order to
Our team was the second of five mark out the site for the new
that joined SAO Cambodia
Some of us
never house.
for a period of two weeks
began to prepare the
each. We stayed in a basic without a roof timbers – this was
hotel situated in Cambodia’s
job finished the following
capital city, Phnom Penh.
day. By day four, the
Whilst there, we helped
structure was standing and
construct a home for the Lentrob complete and the positioning
family in a village which was
plus tiling of the roof followed.
reached daily by ferry over the
Meanwhile painting was
Mekong River - three hours
carried out. Having the use of
travelling time all round. Their
only one hand limited me to
house was infested with termites some extent as to what I could
and was not waterproof, which
do – however, painting with
in view of the impending rainy
a roller I could do! I spent
season was problematic to say
most of my time painting the
the least!
wall timbers ready to assemble
when required. Despite my
limitations,
I was never
without a
job as we
were always
welcome to
play with
the local
children.
Each
morning
they greeted
us with a
smile and
obviously
enjoyed
spending
time with
us!
The House in progress
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to see the Lentrob family about
to occupy their new home. I
believe however, that the benefit
was not only theirs.
I went out to Cambodia, filled
with trepidation about what I
might or might not be able to
do, preoccupied by my own
limitations as someone with
a physical disability. I hadn’t
really given as much thought to
where I was going, who I might
meet, what we might see and
do. Having been and witnessed
extreme poverty in Cambodia
and built relationships alongside
some of these people, it
makes me thankful. The
children taught me much
about cheerfulness in the face
of adversity and the people I

worked with
encouraged
me and
valued me
as a member
of the team
– something
I rather
doubted
might
happen.
People have
commented
that to go
out to a poor
country
offering
service is
an admirable thing to
do. From personal experience
however, I would look at it from
a different angle. The people I

The team witht he finished house and future homeowners

met were a blessing to me
and I believe that I gained more
than I gave.
Kate Naish

Opportunities and vacancies - this could be you!

Kate at the building site

Present circumstances in
Cambodia are far from perfect.
We visited people living in
extreme poverty, living in the
slums and on the rubbish dump.
The conditions were appalling
and the stench overwhelming.
At the orphanage, we met
with children living in sad
circumstances – yet even they
had smiles! We were able to go
into the heart of these places as
we worked alongside the church
in Phnom Penh, working with
the poor in the city. I spent two
afternoons at the church’s ‘Joy
Club’ – a work with the children
from the slums - and this to me
symbolised hope that Cambodia
might look positively to the
future.
Our objective of building a
house was fully accomplished
in the fortnight and it was great

There are the following vacancies in
Cambodia for people with a Christian
conviction and who believe they called
by God to serve Him overseas. If you
are enthusiastic about these posts;
vaguely interested or not sure if God
is calling you at all, then contact Geoff
Collett on g.collett@saocambodia.org
Home Schooling Coordinator / Teacher
Based in Phnom Penh and coordinating
home schooling of children in the
provinces - will need to travel.
English Teacher
Based in Ratanakiri for 6 months or
more - teaching project staff English.
Multimedia Specialist / Artist
Based in Ratanakiri province to help ICC
staff in the use of non print media for
the production of educational materials
in the ethnic minority programmes.
Librarian
3-6 months developing library systems
and training a local staff member.

Accounting & Finance Advisor
Based in Phnom Penh, to advise and
coach local staff responsible for project
and head office finance management.
Must be familiar with accounting
software and accounting practices.

Agriculture/Food security coordinator
To set up activities to help the nomadic
pastoralists of Ratanakiri develop
practices to alleviate the annual food
shortage. Their current practices are
threatened by pressure to settle.

External Relations Advisor
To further develop relations with
the government, other NGOs and
the public. To assist management
in developing a plan for advocacy
advisory work on land use, child rights
and multi-lingual education issues.

Multi-lingual Education
Project managers, educationalists and
linguistics experts are needed to work
together with existing staff to develop
and design programs and materials.
Some ‘hands on’ activity in the villages
may also be required.

Community Development
To be part of a team of project
managers developing and running new
community development initiatives.

These are just some of the vacancies
that exist to serve in Cambodia.
We have short term and long term
placements within the ICC partnership
and also second people out to other
agencies and missions. For people
serving with other missions who want
representation and financial services in
the UK we have an affiliate membership
scheme. This is also available for short
termers. So why not ask God if you are
His person for any of the above roles?

Income Generation Coordinator
To work with local people in Ratanakiri
to develop income generating
activities and possibly local retail
outlets. This post has a minimum two
year commitment as some language
acquisition is required.
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